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As Susan Hirshman sees it, the rules of successful dieting are the same rules that apply to successful money management. In this upbeat and informative guide she offers women a 3-phase personalized plan that follows common dieting programs to help them understand their finances. The structure of the book is
consistent with that of a typical diet book - it includes an evaluation phase, an induction phase, and a maintenance regimen. Susan offers specific advice on topics that matter most to women including how to develop realistic and attainable goals, how to make smart financial decisions, how to determine the best way
to invest based on a reader's 'investment personality', and how and when to get professional help from a financial advisor all while relating it back to a theme that practically every woman has experienced at least once in her life – dieting!. Susan's program completely removes the intimidation factor that often
accompanies the words ‘personal finance' and 'investing' and provides women with all the information they need to take control of their financial situations once and for all.
The secretary of state has been kidnapped by Islamic extremists and his only hope for survival is a reconstituted Presidential Agent team in this revival of W. E. B. Griffin's New York Times bestselling series. Secretary of State Frank Malone has been kidnapped from his Cairo hotel—his security detail wiped out.
President Natalie Cohen is left with several unacceptable options. It's time to think outside the box, and that can only mean one thing: the revival of the Presidential Agent program. Cohen calls for Charley Castillo to come out of retirement to direct a new Presidential Agent, one Captain P. K. "Pick" McCoy, USMC.
Charley may be too old to kick down doors and take names, but Killer McCoy is just the man to get the job done. Together, they will track the kidnapped secretary from Cairo to sub-Saharan Africa. The only problem is that one man can't hope to win against an army of terrorists...good thing there are two of them.
Darcy Farthing and her friends can't seem to stay out of trouble. Darcy left her job with Schrinden Pharmaceuticals, and her home on the bluff in Colorado Springs, to live with boyfriend Mick Clayton in Marco Island, Florida. They are exploring their new relationship and commitment to each other. She is enjoying the
success of her first book while working on a new manuscript, which tells the story of their latest ill-fated cruise. Mick is commuting between Florida and Washington DC while conducting a supposedly routine U.S. Government Accountability Office audit of the Marshals Service Asset Forfeiture Program. Forfeitures are
properties the marshals seize from criminals, then store, and eventually liquidate to pay restitution or support law enforcement efforts. Under an agreement with the marshals, the Geneva County Florida Sheriff's Office stores and safeguards seized properties in secure lockers and vaults. Mick and Darcy are thrown
into a mystery peppered with violence when their friend and compatriot, Tom Smythe, is arrested for shooting a deputy sheriff two weeks after starting work as an administrative officer for Geneva County. Mick is drawn into the investigation, and to aid Tom, he taps into his professional and personal resources,
including longtime friend New York senator Bill Sawyer. It soon becomes clear that the shooting is tied to corruption in the sheriff's office. Unknown perpetrators are stealing and liquidating property forfeited by criminals and stored by Geneva County. Suddenly, Mick's GAO assignment is no longer routine. As Tom
tries to extricate himself from his legal nightmare, someone starts murdering sheriff's deputies believed to be involved in the county theft ring, and evidence points to Tom. Florida state and federal investigators struggle to determine motive, find clues, and address a complicated set of multi-jurisdictional
crimes. Meanwhile, Darcy unintentionally draws dangerous attention to herself when she innocently looks for evidence to help Tom and becomes a target for threats and violence. As Mick's GAO team continues their audit of the asset forfeiture program, Mick realizes the corruption in the sheriff's office is strangely
intertwined with a Yemeni-Pakistani terrorist cell using smuggled pre-Columbian artifacts to raise funds for a new branch of Al Qaeda. Mick and Darcy risk their well-being when they embark on a six-day Caribbean cruise aboard a megamillion-dollar yacht and uncover smuggling activity by the yacht's captain and crew.
Their discovery eventually leads authorities to unravel a surprising internal county scheme and to catch an unbalanced murderer, who nearly succeeds in adding Darcy to the list of victims. While these events are producing enough trauma and stress for Darcy and friends, her birth daughter, Rachael, makes a surprise
visit from Kenya where she lives with her adoptive parents, bringing with her another shocking set of problems. Darcy and Mick are thrown into a parenting and problem-solving role when Rachael's parents are unwilling or unable to handle their daughter's troubles. Rachael too becomes a target of desperate criminals
when she takes it upon herself to help solve Tom's attempted murder case. Darcy must face how similar she and Rachael are despite having been apart most of Rachael's life. Even after resolving the problems in Geneva County, Darcy and Mick must still contend with the surprising and controversial family crisis that
Rachael literally brings to their doorstep.
A Novel
Nice Meeting You
Unreal Engine 4 Shaders and Effects Cookbook
True Martial World 2 Anthology
The Business Man's Magazine & the Book-keeper
A divorced man continues his hilarious search for true love as he struggles to learn what women really want.
Glory St. Clair loves soaking up Hollywood's vampire nightlife with her sexy Scottish lover, Jeremiah. Especially when she meets a vampire/ diet guru who promises to give her the body she's wanted for centuries. One problem: his clan and Jeremiah's are ancient enemies. But Glory's not about to let a stupid family feud come between her and slender bliss. Yet, she can't help but wonder...how much is she willing to risk for her
hips? And how much (and precisely what) is she willing to lose?
With the strongest experts from the 33 Skies the Human Emperor, Lin Ming, and his opponent, the Abyssal Demon King, were embroiled in a final battle. In the end, the Human Emperor destroyed the Abyssal World and killed the Abyssal Demon King. By then, a godly artifact, the mysterious purple card that had previously sealed the Abyssal Demon King, had long since disappeared into the space-time vortex, tunneling through
infinite spacetime together with one of Lin Ming¡¯s loved ones. In the vast wilderness, where martial arts was still slowly growing in its infancy, several peerless masters tried to find their path in the world of martial arts. A young adult named Yi Yun from modern Earth unwittingly stumbles into such a world and begins his journey with a purple card of unknown origin. This is a magnificent yet unknown true martial world! This is the
story of a normal young adult and his adventures!!
The Iron Age
Brutal Asset
Effectiveness of the National Drug Control Strategy and the Status of the Drug War
Enchanted Inc., Book 2
American Business
Federal Real Property Management

"Kelli Sinclair is a forty-year-old workaholic who just can't seem to find true love. Until Bill enters her life, and Kelli thinks she might have found the one she wants to spend her life with. That is, until he leaves her with no warning and no explanation except a simple note on her bed. As
Kelli deals with her broken heart, she tries to find answers about why Bill left so unexpectedly and discovers his innate tendency to involve himself in illicit conspiracies, including a murderous plot."--Page 4 of cover.
The Good Financial Advisor Nearly everyone dreams of achieving financial independence, the culmination of wealth accumulation that allows us to work because we want to, not because we have to. And everyone deserves a chance to realize their dreams. You can attempt to reach financial
independence on your own, a difficult but doable task, filled with rewards when successfully completed. Or, you can choose to use the services of a competent, experienced and ethical professional, a person I call the Good Financial Advisor, who can be your guide on the journey. This book is
written for those who want to use the services of the Good Financial Advisor, but need help in finding and working with the right person. If you are ready to find your Good Financial Advisor and begin the journey to financial independence, read on and prepare for a change in your life. With
this book, you will now have the ability to understand the world of financial services and financial advisors in order to achieve the goals important to you. A wonderful and financially secure future awaits you. Dennis L. Morin is a Certified Financial Planner(r) who runs his own financial
services business in CT. He has over 20 years experience in finance and investing, and spent ten years in corporate finance prior to starting his own business. The financial planning profession is his passion.
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Heroes Happen
The Mining Journal
Over 70 recipes for mastering post-processing effects and advanced shading techniques
Eliminating Waste by Disposing of Unneeded Federal Real Property : Hearing Before the Federal Financial Management, Government Information, Federal Services, and International Security Subcommittee of the Committee on Homeland Security and Governmental Affairs, United States Senate, of the One
Hundred Twelfth Congress, First Session, June 9, 2011
A Review for Executives
Set in Los Alamos, Washington DC, Iraq, and Israel, Heroes Happen describes one event that could have caused the start of the war in Iraq. A young Army lieutenant engaged in highly technical research for the government is uprooted and placed in a situation involving an unscrupulous government plot to make a handful of private business
friends rich to the detriment of several nations. In the process of serving his country, the lieutenant falls in love with a highly placed government official and both of their lives are endangered.
A collection of excerpts of writing done during the month of November 2014 in celebration of National Novel Writing Month (NaNoWriMo) by Corvallis, Oregon area writers. Genres presented include science fiction, fantasy, mystery, adventure, and even comics.
Click your heels three times and say, “There’s no place like Bloomies!” Katie Chandler’s life is pure magic–literally. As an executive assistant at Magic, Spells, and Illusions, Inc., she’s seen more than her share of fantastical occurrences. A mere Manhattan mortal, Katie is no wizard, but she’s a wiz at exposing “hokum” pocus, cloaked lies, and
deceptive enchantments. And she’s fallen under the all-too-human spell of attraction to Owen, a hunky wizard and coworker. Owen, however, is preoccupied. Someone has broken into his office and disrupted top-secret files, and it reeks of an inside job. CEO Merlin (yes, the Merlin) and taps Katie and her special ability to uncover the magical
mole. Keeping her feelings in check while sleuthing alongside Owen, Katie is shocked to discover that her immunity to magic is waning, putting her in grave danger. Soon she’s surrendering to the charms and enchantments of everyone and everything around her, including a killer pair of red stilettos. Katie must now conjure up her natural
instincts to get to the bottom of the break-in, regain her power, and win the wizard of her dreams.
The Asset
Oriental Treat
Hearing Before the Subcommittee on Environment, Technology, and Standards, Committee on Science, House of Representatives, One Hundred Eighth Congress, First Session, October 30, 2003
A Woman's Guide to Finding Financial Empowerment and Success
Hearings Before the National Security, International Affairs, and Criminal Justice Subcommittee of the Committee on Government Reform and Oversight, House of Representatives, One Hundred Fourth Congress, First Session, March 9 and April 6, 1995
The Love Child's Revenge
Anna del Mar's explosive, sexy debut novel in the Wounded Warrior series, perfect for fans of Lisa Marie Rice and Lora Leigh—the story of a woman desperate to escape her dangerous past and the navy SEAL who would lay down his life to save her Ash Hunter knows what it is to run. A SEAL gravely injured in Afghanistan, he's gone AWOL from the military hospital. Physically and
mentally scarred, he returns home to his grandmother's isolated cottage—and finds a beautiful, haunted stranger inside. Like recognizes like. Lia Stewart's in hiding from the cartel she barely escaped alive, holed up in this small Rocky Mountain town. Surviving, but only just. Helping the wounded warrior on her doorstep is the right thing to do…it's loving him that might get them
both killed. Soon, Ash realizes he's not the only one tormented by the past. Pushing the limits of his broken body, testing the boundaries of her shattered soul, he'll protect Lia until his last breath. This book is approximately 97,000 words
"A a private airport security contractor becomes a counterterrorism operative and must stop an attack that will destabilize the US and cause global chaos"-Suffering for years as the illegitimate daughter of the respected and married Louis Harrison, shy and awkward Claudia Fryar has had enough when her father's jealous widow cheats her out of her inheritance and transforms herself into a beautiful and powerful TV newscaster to retaliate, only to discover that revenge could have unexpected consequences. Original. 25,000 first
printing.
Life Among the 1 Percent
Lasting Change: Overcoming the Grip of Anxiety, Depression, & Trauma with "User-Friendly" Neuroscience
I Will Give You Rain
W. E. B. Griffin Rogue Asset by Andrews & Wilson
Loco
Acquisition and Disposal of Military Lands
I wrote this fiction/romance novel depicting the struggles and accomplishments of slaves and free blacks in the late 1800 s and early 1900 s in Louisiana. The French Napoleonic laws in Louisiana in the 1800 s did not allow slaves nor free blacks to inherit property. My novel has romance
between mixed couples and a suspenseful twist at the end. The novel depicts the discovering of oil underneath a sugar-cane plantation and how wealthy individuals and land barons try to steal property from a young mulatto woman who grew up on a sugar-cane plantation. After finding out about an
affair her mother had with a white plantation owner she inherited the largest amount of land and plantations in Louisiana after her father passed away. As she was challenged in court by high powered, politically connected, wealthy land barons she discovered that her lawyer and the preceding
judge on her case were on the side of the greedy land barons. After discovering missing legal documents and challenging the current French Napoleonic laws she prevailed in court and became one of the wealthiest female heroines of her time. I grew up in Los Angeles, Calif. in South Central with
a family background in Louisiana. I have Bachelor of Science degree s in Sociology and History from Calif. State Unversity at Northridge in 1974. I now own a Consulting Company named Vanlock which consults with companies and makes deals around the globe from (1967-1989). I was recommended by
former Calif. Govt. Gray Davis to a Beverly Hills Wall St. tycoon as his personal assistant for the last (22) years. I now owned a Consulting Company named Vanlock which consults with and makes deals around the globe.
I take it back! How many times in life does a man or women utter these words? When we say something stupid or hateful, then we often ask for forgiveness and take it back. Sharp and piercing words stick in the mind like a coffee stain on a white shirt it never totally goes away. If these same
words are used regarding the life that a man or woman has lived, is the effect any different? The answer is obvious: forgiveness may come from an apology, but in life there is no do-overs, only chan
Celebrated ad man Richard Kirshenbaum, the original New York observer, reveals the fashions, foibles, and outrageous extravagances of the private-jet set Paid friends. Pot dealers draped in Dolce. Divorce settlements that include the Birkins at their current retail price. Air kisses, landing
strips, and lounge-chair bribery. For most of us, the idea of life inside the golden triad of Park Avenue, Sagaponack, and St. Barths is just as exotic as the mysteries of the Bermuda Triangle. Luckily, Richard Kirshenbaum has a VIP pass to the Upper East Side and is willing to share the
wealth—of gossip. His New York Observer column on uptown social life provides a fascinating glimpse behind the gilded curtain into the swanky restaurants and eye-popping vacation destinations where the 1 percent gathers. Isn’t That Rich? features highlights from Kirshenbaum’s monthly column as
well as several brand-new essays. From cash-strapped blue bloods willing to trade their good names for a taste of nouveau riche treasure to the fine art of donning a cashmere sweater in Capri, our intrepid correspondent exposes the preoccupations of the posh. His insider sources may be
anonymous, but “his up-to-the-minute portrait of today’s 1 percent is both insightful and a joy to read, no matter what tax bracket you’re in.” (Mortimer Zuckerman)
Federal Asset Management
The Little Book that Saves Your Assets
Obstacles and Innovative Approaches to Effective Property Management : Joint Hearing Before the Subcommittee on Government Management, Information, and Technology of the Committee on Government Reform and the Subcommittee on Subcommittee on [sic] Economic Development, Public Buildings,
Hazardous Materials, and Pipeline Transportation of the Committee on Transportation and Infrastructure, House of Representatives, One Hundred Sixth Congress, First Session, April 29, 1999
Real Vampires Hate Their Thighs
National Novel Writing Month 2014
The Good Financial Advisor

In the groundbreaking text, Bridging the Gap Between Asset/Capacity Building and Needs Assessment, James W. Altschuld examines the synthesis of two antithetical ideas—needs assessment and asset/capacity building. At the heart of this approach is a focus on assessing the strengths and assets that communities have and demonstrating how to make those assets stronger. The
author explains the foundation of needs assessment and asset/capacity building, discusses their similarities and differences, and offers a new hybrid framework that includes eight steps for how they can be done jointly for better results. The author then applies a checklist for judging the quality of this approach to six cases that represent real-world applications of hybrid principles.
The last chapter demonstrates how such efforts might be studied in the future, emphasizing ways findings and results from hybrid ventures can be used effectively. A wide range of examples, tables, and figures appear throughout, with insightful discussion questions at the end of each chapter to facilitate meaningful discourse.
Kidnappings, gangs, and murder. When red tape gets in the way, an ex-mercenary assembles a crack team to balance the scales of justice... William Randall can’t remember the last time he laughed. After a life spent dodging death as a U.S. Army officer and private security contractor in every corner of the globe, he’s hungry to use his hard-won wealth to fuel humanitarian efforts.
But to establish the trust needed to hire the right people, he asks a single interview question: Tell me about your last assignment. Piper McCarthy treads the dark alleys of depravity. But when her latest story nearly lands her in the morgue, the international investigative reporter promises her beloved husband she’ll check out an intriguing job stateside. And though initially skeptical,
she earns her spot after detailing her terrifying abduction and escape from Egypt. As Randall accepts his first clients, he discovers his brutal past has followed him and endangers the very employees who’ve put their lives in his hands. While Piper prepares to welcome a new addition to her family, even as gathering peril threatens to end her hopes in a fiery blaze. Can they survive a
shadowy enemy, or will their new enterprise go up in smoke? Everything to Gain is the intoxicating first book in the Asset, Inc. thriller series. If you like daring heroes, nail-biting adventure, and a splash of romance you’ll adore Michele Venné’s rollercoaster ride. Buy Everything to Gain to light the fuse today!
Gutsy Boston P.I. Fina Ludlow returns with a case that puts her faith to the test—in the latest addition to the critically acclaimed series by Ingrid Thoft. When Ceci Renard hires Ludlow and Associates to sue the hip new church that she believes has brainwashed her daughter, Fina Ludlow is assigned to the case. Covenant Rising Church has all the trappings of a less-than-holy
organization: a slick young pastor and his comely wife; fancy houses and luxury cars; and devoted congregants who seem eager to part with their money. Fina wonders if Ceci disapproves of Covenant Rising’s theology or the pastor’s ability to solicit generous donations—until a prominent church member dies unexpectedly. Fina’s investigation requires her to delve into the woman's
life—both in and out of Covenant Rising—and ask a host of difficult questions. Is the pastor leading his flock astray? Did the church have a hand in the death or were there less savory elements in the woman's life outside the parish? The case proves to be a complicated morass of misplaced loyalties and questionable motivations, rivaled only by the current state of the Ludlow
family. The return of eldest brother Rand sets in motion an explosive showdown that threatens the very fabric that holds the family together, forcing Fina to confront the true meaning of faith.
What is Space Weather and who Should Forecast It?
Everything to Gain: An Asset, Inc. Novel
Department of Defense's Real Property Management Challenges in the 21st Century : Hearing Before the Readiness Subcommittee of the Committee on Armed Services, House of Representatives, One Hundred Eleventh Congress, First Session, Hearing Held February 24, 2009
Legislation Affecting Corporate Mergers
Bridging the Gap Between Asset/Capacity Building and Needs Assessment
Isn't That Rich?
Build optimized, efficient, and real-time applications that are production-ready using Unreal Engine's Material Editor Key Features Create stunning visual effects for 3D games and high-quality graphics Design efficient Shaders for mobile platforms without sacrificing their realism Discover what goes into the structure of Shaders and why lighting works
the way it does Book Description Unreal Engine 4 is a powerful game engine, one which has seen a recent boost in widespread adoption thanks to its ease of use and the powerful rendering pipeline that it packs. Seeing as how it's relatively easy to create stunning presentations and visuals, Unreal has quickly become a strong contender in industries
where this kind of software had been previously denied entry. With that in mind, this book aims to help you get the most out of Unreal Engine 4 - from creating awe-inspiring graphics to delivering optimized experiences to your users. This is possible thanks to a mixture of hands-on experience with real materials and the theory behind them. You will
immediately know how to create that material that you want to display, and you'll also end up with the knowledge that will let you know how to control it. All of this will be done without losing sight of two key components of any real-time application - optimization, and efficiency. The materials that you create will be light and efficient, and they will
vary depending on your target platform. You'll know which techniques can be used in any kind of device and which ones should be kept to high-end machines, giving you the confidence to tackle any material-related task that you can imagine. Hop onboard and discover how! What you will learn Master Unreal Engine's rendering pipeline for
developing real-time graphics Use physically based rendering (PBR) for building materials and lighting solutions Build optimized materials for games targeting multiple platforms Understand Unreal Engine's node and functions for creating desirable effects Design and build production-ready shaders Explore Unreal Engine's Material Editor for building
complex materials and textures Who this book is for This book is for developers who want to create their first Shaders in Unreal Engine 4 or wish to take their game to a whole new level by adding professional post-processing effects. A solid understanding of Unreal is required to get the most from this book.
Larry Olson, a twenty-two years old conscientious objector, is sentenced by his draft board during the Viet Nam war to spend two years of alternative service on the back ward of a mental hospital. At odds with his family, country and himself, he dreads working there. Then, on his first day, he learns the chronic schizophrenics pose less danger to him
than certain "sane" staff members. To complicate matters, Larry soon gets drawn into a nasty power struggle between the ward psychiatrist and psychologist, who espouse different forms of treatment. He also becomes entangled in a thorny, romantic relationship with Rhonda, an aide, which forces him to face his sexual hang-ups. Meanwhile, the
ward becomes unmanageable for no apparent reason. Even high doses of tranquilizers fail to quell the violence and sexual activity among patients. Larry eventually figures out the cause for these mysterious happenings. In the process, he also succeeds in putting his own demons to rest.
In her work as a traveling psycho-educator, Hannah Smith has had the privilege of teaching neuroscience-informed treatments of anxiety and other mental health disorders to therapists around the country. This book is a result of many requests to put her information-packed classes on paper. In this volume, the reader will learn pertinent, cuttingedge neuroscience in a down-to-earth and engaging manner along with practical, whole-person applications.
Concepts and Practical Applications
Hearing Before the Subcommittee on General Oversight and Investigations of the Committee on Banking, Finance, and Urban Affairs, House of Representatives, One Hundred Second Congress, First Session, September 6, 1991
Hearings Before the United States Senate Committee on the Judiciary, Subcommittee on Antitrust and Monopoly, Eighty-Fourth Congress, Second Session, on May 23-25, 28, 31, June 2, 1956
What the Rich Do to Stay Wealthy in Up and Down Markets
Sugar in the Canefield
Hearings
To safeguard California’s Witness Protection Program, recovering leaked information is the top priority. The safety of every person in California’s Witness Protection Program rests in US marshal Dutch Haas’s capable hands. So inserting himself into Isabel Vargas’s life to get the drop on her criminal uncle is a no-brainer. Except his target is fiery and intelligent—and she quickly becomes his
partner instead of his mark. With threats stacking up, will Isabel and Dutch be able to stop Isabel’s past from catching up with her before it is too late?
If you’ve ever wondered how investors continue to see substantial market-beating investment returns with portfolios that just seem to grow and grow, The Little Book that Saves Your Assets: What the Rich Do to Stay Wealthy in Up and Down Markets will reveal some secrets. David Darst, also known as Mr. Asset Allocations, shows you how to use savvy asset allocation strategies that you can use
to invest like the rich do. This dynamic and easy-to-understand book allows you to rethink your asset allocation strategies and make the leap from mediocre to stellar returns.
Considers (84) S. 3341, (84) S. 3424, (84) H.R. 9424.
Iron Age
Once Upon Stilettos
Year End Asset Sales, Institutions Resolution, Management, and the Strategic Plan
Does This Make My Assets Look Fat?
High-Priority Asset
Duplicity
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